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Three years ago at a New,England Renaissance Society Conference, one of

the main,topics of casual conversation was the falling-enrollment in Renaissance

courses. The gist-of-these discussions was that unless the Renaissance has a

rebirth among;students it may'disappear in many colleges. The lively culture

.of the sixteenth and seyenteentb centuries remaihs on every liberal artscam-

pus where choral groups sing madrigals and theatre 'groups present performances

of Shakespeare. But these are special sients, separated from the daily life
,

of the average student in colleges that emphasize the culture of contemporary

V

society--nojiatin, no Greek, andaittle Shakespeare. Because of our convic-

tion that saturation in the Renaissance imagiliation is of value to all students,

- we developed a course called "Experiments in Renaissance Theatre" as part of

1
our: college's General Studies curriculum.

.
Teaching as ignments 4.n,college eneral education.prOgraMs are a great

part,of the work o most faculties of language and literatUre today-. It seems

sensible then that_we should deve14 methods of using our fields of greatest

competence to teach the skillS of writing.and speaking to the general stUdent:4.,

As a result, we may.be ble to continue to work in our areas of specialization.

as well as to awaken stu4ent interest in these specialties. -"Experiments in

Renaissance Theatre" opened the field of Elizabethan and Jacobean diiama to

,

some students who had never heard those words and .t410 Some. who might not have .,

./

been able to,read or to pronounce them. By the end Of the course, every stu-
, ,

,

.0-.dent had helped to produce a scene from several plays and had alsoted in ,
.

.

.

i

\ them. In addi.tioni students had learned the importance of vivid[detailed
,

r() ._

,
writing by keeping diaries in which they had desc ibed rehearsals and per-

formances and critici d them in'terms'of second sources they had read.'
._

ti") 4t

/
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The course not only opened the Renaissance to the people who .are what

John Hurt Fisher calls "our nei4 clientele',"
2

it also offered students an op-

portunity to become acquainted with dramatic arts. Although.in past English

course's, teachers have made fine distinctions between the narrative technique
A,

and.the dramatic, the differentiation assumes that students have a rough

knowledge of the meaning of the words "story" and "play." However, teachers

who listen carefully to student-centered discussions may hear unwelcome news.

When groups of students are asked to choose a play for discussion, they may

in fact bring a short story to class. Not only have students never read plays,

they often have never been to a professional performance; some haVe also never °

seen or a eared in an; 'School production. .The theatre could indeed become

the archaic art that some film "buffs" say it is unless we as teachers begink

1 -

to create a lively audience for modern thealre companies by acknow1edgi4g

that we must teach "our new clientele" what a play is and how their sensitivities

can be increased by enjoyment of dramatic arts.

Like students inmany Colleges, the students at Rhode Island College re

ilLprimarily.the first generation of -Weir family to.be college-educated, and

they are limited in verbal ability.3 We see the consequences of,these facts

in the students' difficulty with articulation of ideas in both.writing and

. speech. Poorer than the mean of fourrye4r college,students, mapOhode Island
(

.College students must combine'

time for study in strange and d

-dratha courses they oftengreJ16

rking,with commuting, and they have little

ficultflelds. As:a result, in 3 lductory

r first assignment in Shakespeare with

'hostility. Yet these same stufignts in "Experiments.in'Renaissance Theatre'

not only read- Elizabethan and Jacpbean. plays, theyenjoyed them.
-

Our course was offered to two different sets.of students in two eonsec6-

tive semesters--in the spring If:1974 and again in th fall of 1974. Bec-61-17;'

-
the coUrse' was part 'of.the Genelia..12 Studies curri ulum, only:sone of th#Ity,four

3
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sfrudents In the two semesters was an English major and only three were majors
1

. i.,. Speech Theatre, the others specialized in medical technology, mathematics,
//

\

.social studies, special education, psychology, art, French, music, elementary

ecication, and industrial arts. Their variety of intellectual interests meant
.

,
,

not only that some were reading EngBi.i'h Renaiissance plays forcthe first time
,

:b t\also, that some brought into the course very little previous experience

at

7

eading sophisticated literature and writing about it. .

For, students with so little background or interest in, literature, the best

, way to teach dramatic,arts is in the active and creative participation of stu-
'

dents and.faculty in workshop-courses that can °demonstrate aesthetic and criti-

cal heories in practice. By throwing inexperienced students into the midst

of the problems of theatrical production and forcing them to discover a solu-

tion, we can--thre,i7h criticism and discussion of the solution-,-explore the

theories and princ_L, _ s which form the foundation of theatre aVt-g:" At the

samertime we can awakeii in them an enjoyment of drama. The method of approach

that we use in "Experiments in Renaissan e Theatre" was to encourage the stu-
.>

dents to stuclia play by themselves in spi of its apparentl9 difficult vocabu-
i

lary and sentence structure,,and then to experiment with the staging of scenes

in such a way'as, to brtng the meaning of the script to life for themselves

4

and.for a contemporary audience. This experjmentation sometimes resulted in

Variations of dialogue, setting, costumes or audience placement, but we urged

the students to be true to the intent.of,the playwright. We stressed elements

,af theatre prbduction as well the dramaticistructure,of the plays for four

reasons. First, ac aintance witli all aspects of,the theatre will encouage

.students even those who lack theairical talent, to appreciate dramatic artso

and to become a mature theatre audience. Second, engagement inbproduction is

the best way to help students to visualize the drama and to begin to think of

it as plays thaeare acted, not just as scripts that are read. Third, the

4
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process of producing a play and the growth of a student's understanding of

the authcr's intentions are int, elated. Enlarged understanding of a script

and the preparation of-a-prod tion is a spiraling Process that'is'especially

4
appropriate to the study of plays written in a language as difficult for con-

temporaryistgents as is Elizabethan English.
4

Finally, in a theatre-workshop

each diffIculty that arises can be the source of new insights into the play

and into the theatre arts.

In each semester that we taught "Experiments in Renaissance Theatre,"

we subdivided the cla7s into smaller producing gropps--with seven students

in each group. -After discussi6p,of Renaissanceitheatre companies, we sug-

tgested that each group- hink of itself as a miniature theatre company and

plan five- to ten-minute performances from the assigned plays. In the five

scenes performed, the stddents divided the labor among themselves. They

decided w)to would direct the scene and coordinate each productideR,Who would

act, and who would be stage manager. We required that the stage manager con-
4

struct miniature promptbooics for each performance, due on the day of perfor-
r '5

mance. Since these various duties were rotated throughout the serster, each

student had a variety of opportunities t6 learn the work of all members of a

theatre company.

The'theatre companies met in class for two hours, two days a week. Of

course, the more lpy rehearsed outside of class, the better performances

they gave, and some were remarkable indeed. The college scheduled our class

the first semester-in-two small rehearsal rooms and a small theatre, ideal

,for arena performances and with all the lights and dimmers that anyone needed

'for imaginative productions. ,But the second semester we were'assigned a rigid

proscenium stage with few lights and,no dimming system. The students met

this difficulty creatively. For example1;/: the director of a performance of

scenes from John Lyly's Gallathea brought.a few portable lights to that stage

5



to enhance the other-worldliness of the spectacle of Diana's nymph running

from Cupid, and at the performance of John Ford's 'Tis Pity She's a Whore,

the audience sat on the stage at the edge of the violent action. Even in

this amateur production, we felt that we were drawn out of this world and

out of ourselves intb the stage action as participants. The action on stage,

however, seemed'like reality, not fiction.

With each new production, enthusiasm grew, and the theatre companies be--

ga- to compete against4ach other to perfect their performances, even though

we tried to discourage competition. As could be expected, the rivalry some-

times caused groups to out-perforl themselves, but there were other times

I
when it was detrimental because it occasioned overly tritical responses tb

each other's performances. The competition was so intenSe at times that theY

seemed only to hear our criticism and not our praise. In both aemesters, we

found that /a particular group which felt atta ed by another would become so

defensive that we 10 our own War of the Theatres. Naturally, we used the

v
occasion to discuss historic rivalry

Ir
between companies and the role of com-

4
petition in artistic achievement. Several times students suggested that we

rotate stUdents from group to group or establish new groups for each new

unit in order.to avoid the growth of rivalry. We vetoed this suggestion4.

however, because we had found in previous theatre workshops that it sometimes

takes two units or morelor group rapport to be established and the group

to become effective as a production ensemble. -

In addition to the requirement that each student take, an active role in

'hie theatre company, we also required the students to write individual journals

about-their experiences.. In4escribing this assignment to the students, we

specifically required discussion of the plays both as literature and per-

formance. We stressed that each ldg should Contain in-depth discussion of the

6
16
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assigned play, that it should use at least two secondary sources per unit,

and that it should record the student's responses to class,discuss&ons and to

rehearsals and performances from the point of view of an active participant'

and of a member of the audience. Naturally, the students displayed varying

degrees of sophistication in their journals. For the one English major in

the course, the log became a detailed critieism of each play. She discussed%

for example, V.A. Kolve's.cf;say, "Evervman.and the Parable of the Talents." 6

Her reading called attention to financial,metaphors as sustaining the theme

of the play through the poetry, and these ideas became relevant to the play

as she directed it. The other students read more general critical materials,

but the final journals were all informative by the end of the course, and

showed that students had increased their(writing ability as well as their

understanding of both the Renaissance and the thNtre: Students, whose

'first entries were simply brief records of their personal movements, at the

end of the course were writing vivid, detailed anecdotal accounts of rehearsals.

Thoge who at first totally igirred the play, as literature learned to compare
.

,

their own ideas of the drapea with those of Scholars and to arrive at their

own conclusions, and.as they learned more, they 'rewrote their'earlier entries

to improve theit sentence structure and use of detail. Some also had to learn

the difference betweenAfact and opinion. In rewriting their logs, some stu-4

dents, whose disciplines did not require stylistic revisions and whose pre-
v

vious work was primarily concerned with facts, were unfamiliar with the dis-

tinction'between criticism of their.tyle and a diffei,ence of 'opinion about

content. For example, one student who praised a performance in the first

uniet of her log, criticized it in her /.evision because we had disagreed with

,.her in the'margins. Thus, some students learne the first time that in

the arts, opinions often differ. We required the jou nal& to be completed
---

after each unit--or ap roximately every two and one-h f weeks. At,the endt

7
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of the course, the logs varied in length from fifteell to forty tYpewritten

pages, but they all showed a growth in understanding of the theati-e and in

writing likills. In marking the studentS, we valued these journals as fifty

per cent of the work of the course. The other half of their grade.was de-
/

.e

termined by their diligence and improvement in theatrical.productions.
1

In the theatrical performances:our emphasis was always placed upon the

educational process rather han upon-ft-/Polished "professional production."

%mWe did not emphasize, for ex ple, stage diction or Renaissance' English

dialects.. 'Instead, we tried to stress correct modern pronunciation and clear

articuldiion. Nor did we require memorization of the text but left that
,

.
decision to the producing groups. Our aim was that the stt,ents develop

enough familarity with the text So that the scripts that they carried would

not intrude upon the rhythm or dramatic flow of the scene and so that the

author's intent could be communicated.

Each.semester at the beginning of the course, the students were very

uneasy about the Renaissance English in which*the plays were written. They

displayed their ill-ease by both evasion an4 innovation. The first semester

that we taught the course, one theatre company confronted with the assign-'

ment to produce a scene from Gammer Gurton's Needle, spent an inordinate

amount of time trying to locate a modernized version of the,play byRaymond

Picozzi which had been produced on campuS the year before. The other two

groups, dealing with medielial'Noah and Crucifixion plays rewrote the familiar

stories in contemporary language. The group presentilig Noah worked'from a

contemporized scenario, improvising the lines as they performed--like a latter-

day. commedia troupe. They maintained the conVentional arguments between Noah

and his wife but added modern saepticism to Mrs. NoVI!s,traditional contempt

for her husband. Noah's Wife asked 'why, if God were so powerful, did he not
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build the boat himself? They also characterized Noah's Wife as a woman of

questionable virtue. The result was to maintain the traditional alienation

between the audience and Noah's Wife iv spite of the innovative production.

They also increased audience sympathy for Noah, beleaguernd by a contemptuous

wife and by the improbabilities to which he committed himself, by staging a

delightful solo'dance of.faith for Noah as he'awaited the flood. The group

performing Tie Crucifixion rewrote it in the vernacular of the '70's with

one interesting exception: The Renaissance dialogue was retained for the

speeches of Jesus in order to accentuate his difference from the soldiers.

The Roman soldiers, clad in military khaki, were chilrIng as they led Jesus

to the cross.) His innocence was emphasized by his naked torso, in contrast

to their uniforms. These innovations, which increased their confidence in

their own production abilities, were also effective dramatically, but they

were clearly a sign of the students' discomfort with a Renaissance English

script. -

Therefore, the second semester ttiat we taught the course, we lessened

the students', fear of language by requiring them to make a recording of a

play as the first assignment so that they could concentrate on language alone.

This class made no attempt.in any unit to make gross changes in script. Their

discomfort with moving into an earlier period of history was shown instead

by their insistence on modernizing their first productions, Ev9ryman and

Volpone. The director of Everyman was the English student- ,In her journal

ishe later questioned her own decision to place God behind a desk on stage
-

throughout the play, conducting "the business of the universe." She records

in her journal_that F:t.Canfield in The Craft of Play Di

a distinctive,approach or different design 7
when reviving

recommends

oldrplay. She
-

A ?iound however that her "attempt at a 'new look' turned xnto too much of a

novelty." She criticizes hein awn use of gimmicks, such as a taPe recorder

that interrupted-the actiod with modern foreign language appeals to God.

AnotheFltudent, a psycholOgy major 1.-O nitimed the nart oi God In this nroduc-
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8tion, noted in her log that from reading T.W: ,Craik's The TudorinterInde

she learned that our student productipn had by accident developed similarities

to a Tudor.production. The students had dressed God as a police chief, a

figure of authdority today, just as the Tudor God was dressed fike an Em-

peror or Pope. The Tudor God carried a sceptre, while the student God carried

a billy-club, the "modern sceptre." From her critical.reading, the same student

learned that medieval productions probably placed Heaven stage right and Hell

on the left,,exactly the 'setting that the studentsvustd. She remarks, "Much

of the symbolism came naturally to us, which is an interesting comment on the

nature of religious sentiment and its symbolism."

The similarities that the students noted between contemporary religious

sentiment and Renaissancvexpressions of belief demonstrate-Ogt we need not

have feared that the themes of Renaissance plays would be too remote for modern
students. An industrial artA major with severe reading and writing problems

explained very clearly.in hi journal's most articulate section,that although

his group clad Death in white, rather than in the Tudor black, and although

they conceived of him as a jiving, third-world personality, they too were

9trying to communicate the frightening remoteness of Death.

In another modernized prOduction, Volpone, the characters resembled Mafia

figures because, as a mathematifs major who played Corbaccio explained in

her journal, "Since almost everyone saw The Godfathet, everyone could relate

to it." We saw more difference than similarity between the comic characters

in Volt:4one and those in the violent Godfather, but the student's journal ex-.

plained. that both groups of people had a common moti.vation. They would do

anything for richsts, including exploiting each other, and in addition, both
--

hide lu$t and greed behind a facade'of respeciability. Her insight into the

ssimilarity.between Jacobean and modern characters was confirmed when Pauline.

Kael in alig lira Yorker recently described the human relationships of dodfather II
10as "worked out with a JScobean splendor...4"

.10
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The rirst time that we taught the course, we required that each group

present as a final project a free public production which was supposed to com-

bine two or more portions from their Orevious performances. This assignment

was intended to be a culminating experience in which the students could perfect

some of the scenes they had originally perforMed and also confront in a unified

and creative way some of the similar thematic implications of the divcorse scripts.

Although we were astounded by one final performance when Grandma of Albee's. The

American Dream left the stage in the arms of the devil from Friar Bacon and

Friar liurwav. we decided that such itgenuity came at too heavy a cost. Because

most of the dstudents had no professional interest in the stage, they were re-
\

luctant to rehearse until they were perfect and instead were eager to work on

another play. The repetitive rehearsing of familiar scenes for.a thirty-to

forty-minute performan seemed to create tension and anxiety in contrast to

the enthusiastic rehearsals for,previous ten- to twenty-minute presentations.

In their anxiety,,they, attempted productions that wete.too elaborate for the

minimal amount of rehearsal time available, and the results were simply care-
+0.

less. At the performance, lights were lowered and raised at the wrong time,

characters missed their cues, and finally one director, angry at this desecra-

tion of his grandiose plans, stopped the performance to shout at a member of

his crew. iTo prevent the.reoccurrence of such chaos, the second time we of-

fered the course we made the mistake of omitting all public performance. As a

result, the course seemed to lack a suitable conclusion. We found that the

students need some culminating experience as an incentive to integrate the

ideas and Lyplications of the whole semester. Nonetheless, it is evident that
*Mb

for the course to accomplish its broad goals of using the theatre as a way to

improve the communication skills of even those students who normally have dif-

ficulty reading, speaking, and writing, teachers should clsviteract the urge

to produce a polished production on stage. The emphasis mustoremain on general
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education, not public performance.

This course was so successful that it amuses us now to think that the

(1
_

first semester that we offered it we decided to intersperse moderrirdrama with

\\ Renaissance plays because we feared that Llizabethan language would exhaust
\,..

saidents who had never read,a Tudor play% To give them a period of relief,
_

we combined modern plays and Elizabethan plays that were simi

We learned from the journals that we misjudged the students.

in theme.1
1

was.the modern

plays that'exhausted them. They were bored by all the talk in Ugo BettiIs

,modern revenge tragedy, Crime on Goat Island, but enjoyed standing on the

scaffbld that they had built for their prOduction of Thomas Kyd's The Spanish

Tragedy. The imaginative staging nec'essary for a successful Renaissance play

was qo satisfying to them that they suggested to us we leave out the

modern plays the next time that we'taught the course. Th refore, tile second

semester we followed the students' suggestion; but this change, like the com-

plete omission of a culminating presentation, was also a mistake. We now think
,

that the students' appreciation of the Renaissance ufS caused part by the

contrast of plays. For ekample, the static characterS, loungii in hell hating

each other, in Sartre's No Exit emphasized the vitality of Marlowe's Dr. Faustus,

who travels among colorfully robed Popes and Cardpais and who kisses Helen of'

Troy: In addition, the students noted that the magic potions used to,bring a

boy friend downstairs in van Druten's Bell, Bookand Candle were routine and

trivial when compared to the magic glass, or pei,spective, which is placed at

the disposal of a lover anxious to master immense distances of time and space'

in Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay. Students commented that the variety of charac-

ters and the distances travelled in each of the Renaissance plays gives an im-

pression of a Vast and complex universe that had been captured on stage magically,

as by a glass perspective, whereas the three characters conversing in one room

in some modern 0.46 create an impression of-a simple world whose only cpm-

plications are iaused by,its population of perplexed human beings. 12
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CoMparisbn of the .plays is i4elf of grea "*portancein-aidimg.the stu-
.

'dents to relate to'an earlier period of hiStOrl'i: Obse jl*aMple,

-aimilarities,U1 the sources of humor in both ages. In oth. Gamer Gurton'S.

Needle and The American Dream,,the characters are hum. iated by dependence
_

.On thOir).i.material possessions. Just as the los8 cif ',a, ne ause.4,:series
,

of mdsunderstandings that convulse the aurlience of GamMer, in The American

Dream we .1augh at the vulnerability of characters who liveAwith a leaky toilet

and who can package-their whole lives in small boxes'. Thus, we found in both

_plays that human reliance on the material world resats in comic absurdity.

We also noted that although Everyman and Death of a Salesman are dif-

Arent types of playa,'both plays present the waste.of.a. life devoted.to

.transcient financial success and social popularity. We discussed the ways
.4

a

in which BettiTs Crime on*Goat Island resembled Kyds The Spanish Tragedy

in presenting the destruction caused by personal hatred, althaUgh in the modern

play the suffering is confined to the main characters, while in the' Renaissance

typeplay, evil spreads beyond individual characters to whole kingdoms. This

of comparative study emphasized for*the stidents that he past 'is not as remote

as it might have seemed when they first opened their exts.

In both semesters that we have taught this course, we found that as the

students began to identify with the problems raised by Relaissance playwrights,

their performances became more traditional. Even With so diffic dramatist

as John Lyly,-they managed to capture ihe balanced rhythms and convey the mean-

ing of his Euphuistic prose. One of the most gratifig experient s-of the

course was to observe how the humorous sub-plot in Gallathea ipeal-d to its

director, the industrial arts major with severe reading pioblems. By some in-

explicable miracle of the theatre, he guided his cast into stressing Lyly's

3



contrasts between earth and sky, mortal and divine, and the sublime

ridiculous; when he directed a grandiloquent astronomer to point to

.as a ruse,to distract a naive page from a rich-lOoking purse -on the

Because of their ease, with Elizabethan words by-the end of our

semester, students were

and the

the sky-

ground7

first

able to perform Dr.-Faustus with all themagiCal-ef-

.,:.fects that fire7craekers and-the smoke of dry-ice could create, At-that per-
.

formance we laughed ma sci,eaMe'eas raucoilsly.as any Renaissance audience.

The prop list.included: a.wand, a chalice, a bell, a candle, askull; hooves,

wings charts1 scrolls, crosses, a pike,' a ceremonial 'sword, alchemist's acces-

sories, and a "a feast." The director, a geography major who had had some ex-
,

perience backstage, used Renaissance texts to find his magic circle and to find

the model for his stage demon. To increase the aura of magic, he combined

stage action with the moving shadows of film and slides that he had photo-

graphed in the woods near our cpmpus with costumed students acting out the

seven deadly sins. The

unteality of the images

deceptiveness of sin was effectively embodied in the

flashing on the screen.

In the perfOrmance of John Fovrs 'Tis Pity She's a Whore, the siudeas'

new ease with the language-permitted them-toiray their roles in a manner that

can even be described as flaNloyant, as they mOved off the stage to gain for
4

Soranzo a brutal distance Ohrough which he could drag a screaming Annabella.

They even tried to express the complexity of Annabella's feelings'as she justi-

fies her pregnancy to her bridegroom.
,4

The dramatic.effect of these productions Was not at all reduced by those

students who found our bi-weekly unitS too brief for complete memorization

of scripts. Often, the scripts that they carried could-be used as part of

characterization. For example, Knowledge and Confession in Everyman, Dr. Faustus
`tfk

cp 14
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0

in Marlowe's play, and Annabelle in the garden scene of Ford's 'Tis P

a Whore, all carried books or scrolls as part of the director's concept the

,

chabacter. In geotral, hAever, we gsfahlished the presence of a book as one,
A

of oux,, theatifical conventions even where characterization did not require it.

secand convention we adopted was.the use of women to play male roles

since iuo4 of the "students enrolled in the course were women.12 At first the

studen thought of inViting men not enrolledin.the.co, rse to perforth in
4

scenes when ecesSary, but when .they learned that in the 1nasance men and'

..b*.ylaye oth male and femal.e, roles,loghey decided,to,exp iment with

situation-reVersed. In Mosib, instances, costuming and make-up were used ef-
. ,

.fectively, and the convention became acceptable within the framework of the

.course. While 'studying Lyly's Gallathea, however, one group toyed with the

idea of casting a husky industrial efts major in the title role. We dis-

couraged this experiment by questioning whether such casting would detract

from the fantasy of the main plot and reduce the difference beten the types

of comedy,that are used in the two plots-.

Thus, when team-teaching in wo kshops, every oCcasion can be used by

faculty of literature and'faculty o±ctheatre to stress the complexities of

both text and production. The pAfessors' role in this learning,context

a combination of discussion leader, critic, and guide. In our course, the

English professor was'responsible for informal lectures on the conventions of

Renaissance theatre and on Renaissance intellectual currents. The professor

of theatre gaVe lectures on directing and on,theatre pioduction. Both shared

the role of Critic during the rehearsals and.after performances because both

share an interest in exploring dramatia literature .and theatrical techniques.

"We provided some orientation at the beginning of the study of each play, but

in effect each "theatre company" worked independentlydiscussing the play,

choosing the scenes to 1 4 presented, and assigning roles and production re-

sponsibilities.
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As might be expected, there weredirecto ial and acting problems throupout

) ,
.

ithe semester beds. se%of the students''lack of previous experience. It was often

difficult to sit quietly and watch. the studen s s4uggle to blockytheir movements

on stage. Another perpetual difficulty was -t emphasize transitions'within a

scene--from one Mood.to another.or from one i ea to another. But usually after

the stIents tried a few alternative solution they were.able to resolve the

problems satisfactorily. Most of tlie begirthIng directors learned quickly the

:,time-saming value of studying the scene before claSs and planning tentative

blocking which could then be modified through work with actors. 'Usually,

1

transitiong of mood were effective only tolthe degre that the director and
.

- actors haa discussea how4o communicate th php..nge to the audience. The best

directors spent quite a bit of time on these detailsj3ut when the directors

seemed at a loss, some of the more intuitiye and creative actors came to the
a

rescu

it seem

us, the students made their own decisions; we intervened only when

evident that gross misinterpreta ions were going to oecur. Although

we divided our time between groups, observing group discussions and rehearsals

bat were held in class-time, we made suggestions only when necessary. During

rehearsals we would make notations of our criticisms and then give these notes

'to the director, who could decide whether to use them, and how to implement

them in subsequent 'rehearsals. i r notes would raise epecific questions about

setting, about the movement charalers, pronunciation, or aiticulation. We

would ask the meaning of a pecific line, how it differed from the previous line,

anChow the director coul communicate that to the audience. Even if the direc-

-)

tor had been working on ese difficulties, a corroborating word from one of

the professors became an ded incentive to improve the scene by correcti

specific details.

We stressed the need for everyone tc ked the whole play carefully before,
group

beginning'to rehearse V re scene thehad selected, but we found that poor ,ability
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iqr
,

to read prevented a few studeOts frawdetailed prior plann g. .Even they,

however, seemed to gain from our lack of interference. MYtho3.igh we carinotj

explain ihe process of interaction between.the director, his actors, and

John Lyly's Renaissance imagination, as we.saw the comic sub-plot of Gallathea

develop into a unified perforMance under:the 4irection of the studeni,with

a severe reading problem we felt a rare wond and awe. More importp.ntly,
7 ethe student too recogniied that he had taken a dalficult script and had

shown fellow,students that it'was a very runny play. The confidence he'

gained from hearing audience laughter in responte his work could not

be equalled breceiving any professor's guidance or praise.'

In ch unit, the directors, met with common problems. Eaeh director had .

to cope wi h one irresponsible student who delayedeprodugtions by abs4nce,'

lateness, or unwillingness to study. The solution we found was the old

one; we gave low,grades. The credit -no creditoption, which exists at

Rhode Island College and which,theoretically is ideal in an evaluatio'irCof

the inexperienced, actually in practice encouraged a few students to give

as little as they could to their groups.

An unexpected problem arose because of the enrollmerit?in the course of

.a few majors in Speech/Theatre and others who had some previous experience

in amateur theatrical productions. /hese students were a mixed blessing. 0n

the one hand, they were fffie resource people, and we therefore tried to make

ce tain that each group included one of thm. They were also imagi*tive,

creative, energetic, and enthusiastic about the performances and 'roduction

elements of the scenes presented. At times, however, they caused conflict

when they assumed the mantle of."authority", and undermined their director, .

They also often desired a degree of "perfection" and 7professionalism" which
was unattainable for most of those enrolled in the course. While their criticisms
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of their peers was,usually incisive, it wap Often also so bUtting that we had

p'counsel some of them on thehmost helpful way to offer suggestions.

-. We scheduled the:formal evaluatinlpi perform cps 16 take/oplace

'after the presentaiion

were niat accustomed to

p e'
of the scenes in eackunit. Since mdst of the students

.
.,

i

the public eNsure that defineat stage appearance, all

criticism .became a delicate operation.. Th y haq exposed Z
_ e

their understanding of a character or a sc , but also thei
. ,

andf4cal timbre. They had also ihyested a large amount ot time, enel.gy, and\

o

ediately

4:5cism hot only

ilily movement

,self-esteem in ridding themselves of inhibitions. Thus, the emotional In-

volvement in any performance-by student§ ,V1103 had nevr displayed them Ives

in this wOr should not be underestimated,. They wer . metimes sure tha "their

production had been a bomplipte.and flawless success until we pointed out its

failings, or sometimes they were bonvinced that they had been failures.in

sgte of all,their Commitment, and in that case our critt$isms wereireven more

cutting. Indeed, the difference in the emotional climate of these theatre

Obrkshop- classes and that of a conventional diScussion class 'is enormo.de."

Students would'ocCasionally snap and scream at each other in anguiSh over their

inability -Eo perform properly or in 'frustration over each others irresponsibility.

think that Such variety of emotion is perhaps present in all classes but con-

ed by Ale conventiOns 9f discussion and lecture. The same fear\that is

released in s age performances may.Cause a.studentin*other types of classes

to absent himself or to remain si

Vaper &tiring-a. lecture. If wee

t in a discussion or eten to read a news-

t rect, it becomes imperative that teachers
1

discovelpays to enable students to re/ease tensions and objectify'anxiety.

The irethod that we used was to make a videotape of each of our Student pro-
.

.

ductions.' Seeing their own perforMances,helped the students be more objective

about their work. In fact, we found videotape to be such an ffective tool that

we now uge it to record oral reports in other4Olasses. the tapes enabled,t4e.

18 000%
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students to observe tfieir own strengths and failur s as they would those of,

a third party.\ They could see on the tape the verY moment when they.had turned

their backs .to the audience, an they Could also hear.how their own lack of

'articulation affected the play. We could stop the videotape t prove to them

the-importance(of attentoion to individual words of the textI. Thus,(*once

saw
,I. .

when a'line

1

ad suggested that they.should be above the stage, ahd they

'themselves b Tolt it on the videotape, -ihefr own eixperience-prOVed to

need for-!carefe and cloe reading. of the text. The'videotapes
,

. - .
. . ,

. also to demonerate their imprOveMent. The.students 'd not have ,to

them the

were invaluaSie

take oUr
0

word-that.their speech was clearer and the understan ing of the4arts more.

mature; they could compare two Performance that they had seen. For example,

one young man who had'barked. his way through Hodge's lines in his first per-,
m

formance in Gamier Gurton's Needle, later heard himself as a sympathetic and

-mpving.Everirman.N, Another siudeht,a. recent immigtant, read the lines of'his
0

first performance as if they were sentemiles in a child's primer. A$ a con-
/
trapt, his concludin:eperformance was an expressive reading of Lyly's

1ficult, balanced dialogue.
/

7here was, in fact, a steady achie4bment Of the goals of the course. While

reading,and writing problems continued thrigughout the course, the logs show

-that all the stuaents learned to us

their voles. -From-the perspective
/

and articulation also occuisred)een

d ords in detailed deScriptions of-
,

f stage-craft, somep7oblems of projection

at the'end of the course Yet 4.t was clear

that as the semester passe and the students becbme more familiar with the lan-

guage, they spent more time-mait. g certain that they understood what they were

sa g, and'they became less inh ited and selfconsciouS. In fact, thei.e

se med io be correlation'between the degree of self-confidence on stage and

the improyement of projection and clarity of articulation.

19
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The success of-the course was not only in vooal articulation and writing,

but in the way that:group-§of student-who did not know each other at the start

of the course learned to encourage eacH other, to handle competitiveness, and

to evaluate performance with greater, objectivity. Although two students in-

dicated negative_reactions in their eva uation 'of the course, anyone who

visited the class could see*that mostjwe

knee
theatre. While 41t is_true that'student evaluations can be misleading

and misinterpreted .at times, the students,indicatdd that thy were inOined
/

'to have "a more positive attitude towd 11700106ject matter'at the--eanclusion

Ilk.

.of tlie course than they had at the outset." Eveq, more significant than these

evaluations, perhaps, was the observable change in almost ali the participants

e enjoying each other and the Renais-

in the course--from apprehension and inhibiCon at the'beginning of the semester

to overt enthusiasm and enjoyment. *

Their enipment of the ,experience assuus,that, given the opportunl,,:

professors of'Renaissance iliterature and piofessors of the theatre can aid
t

the development of general education programs while continuing to work in

.their own fields.' Indeed, we each found that working together in "Experiments gN

IA Renaissance Thea3.e" aided us as faculty members tp increase our insights

into our specializations. In general edupation courses, the professional

urge toward perfection in theatrical performance and in every detail of scholar-
.

shipinust be integrated with the Student need to understand the relevance of

-the culturer.the past to their lives today and ultimately must be subSumed

by thefundamental d.of students to.expand their ability to communicate.
1

4
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Notes

an attempt to meet the needs of our urban student'body, Rhode Island
Coilege has revised i;s general educetion requirements. As the present time
there are two basic components to General Studies courses at the college. There
are the Freshman Tolloquia, in which emphasis is placed on class discussion 07
assighed readings, analysis of ideas, communication skills, and Also the encourage-
ment of critical thinking. Each year the faculty is also encouraged to design
seminars in which juniors and seniors cAh meet with students and faculty outside
their major. In these seminars the students attempt to construdt aAd ivaluate
solutigns to specific problems which may be of concern to specialists in more
than one discipline.

2
J0 hn Hurt Fisher as quoted in MLA:Newsletter, December 1974, p. 4, in a C.

Condensation of "Crisis in English Writing," Chronicle of Higher Education',
Septemberv-23, 1974. ,

3Profile of S dents at Rhode Island College
.,4

446 work -35 hourS" a week,
14% live Jn
54% comm te
32% commute,11-100 m

t4*,

pus
or less
les

7094 work part-time.( 7% national norm thasters level institutions)
42% expect to attend grad. school in fall after graduation (34% national norm)
48% Iplan professional study in education (5% national norm)
719'worked part-time (57% national norm).
7% fathers college graduates (14%,uational norm)

20% fathers completed 8th grade less (15% national norm)
14% mothers college graduates (15% national norm)
18X mo ers copleted 8th grade
55% incomn e_less than $12,000 (39%
96% white, Caucasian (87% national
75% Roman Catholic (31% four-Year co

less (10% national norm)
national norm)

orm four-year college)
ege national norm)

98% native-born (95% four-year college national norm)
,17% above 550, verbal SAT
20% 500-549, verbal SAt'
Median verbal SAT: 470 (445 national norm) ---

Sources of these statistics are rep4ts from the Office of Counseling Services,
Rhode Island College, entitled A Prtfile on EntePiog Freshman, 1972, A Profile
of Entering Freshman, 1973, Rhode Island College Senior Survey, November 1972,
Student Census, 1974; in addition, John S. Foley, A Profile Report on New Stu-
dents, 1973.

We wish to thank Patricia A. Sullivan of the Office of Student Life, Rhode
Island College, for gathering these'reports for us and J. Eugene Knott, Director,
Rhode Island College, Counseling Center, and John S. Foley, Director of AdmisSionsr
Rhode Island College, Tor their cooperation.

04
At the MLA seminar at which part of this paper was read, foreign language

teachers spoke of the need to renew the Renaissance practice of teaching language
through theatre.

2



5 Prompt books contained the script for the scene presented; blocking diagrams
placed opposite the page of dialogue, noting 'movement and stage direCtions; motiva-

tional notations in the margins of the script/Or_beside the blocking d4gram; produc-

tion ideas, including the overall concept, plan,.and style; the floorMian of the
set design; the prop list; lighting cues, sound cues; Special effects; costume ],_ist

and/or drawings; and make-up notations and/or drawings.

6V. Kolve, "Everyman and the Parable of the Talents," The Medieval Drama,

ed. Sandro Sticca. (Albany, 1972.)

7:Fayette Curtis,Canf' ld, The Craft of Play Directing (NA York, 1963)

p. 8.
,

8T. W. Crgik, The Tudor Interlude Leicester, 1962.)

9'Trinity Sopore Repertory Company (Providence, R.I.) coincidentally duplicated
the student c&iception of Death in a recent .4)roduction of Ibsen's morality play,

Peer Gynt. a

10Pauline Kael, "Current Cinema: Fatherg and Sons " The New Yorker, 23 Decem-
ber 1974, p. 66. i

11Units of work, Spring 1974, were: Gammer Gurton's Needle--The American Dream--
Zoo St6/ky; Ever4man--Death of a Salesman; Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay--Bell, Book
and Candle; The Spanish Tragedy--Crime on Goat Island; Dr. Faustus--No Exit. Units

of work, Fall 1974, were: The Knight of the Burning Pestle to be read as a com-
mentary upon Renaissance theatre; "Tis Pity She's a Whore and Gallathea to be
,recorded on tape. The other plays, read to be performed, were: .Johan, Johan, Tyb,
and the Priest Sir Johan, Everyman, Volpone, 'Tis Pity She's a Whore, and Gallathea.
We used various paperback editions for ease of carrying on stage.

'Rhode Island College is 67-68 liercent female, 'according to J hn4§. Foley,
DirectA of Admissions.'

13In only a few instances did complications arise: fiv example, when the full
dramatic effect of a prolonged romantic moment was preVented by the embatassment
of two (female) Yovers in Greene's Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

14We wish to thank Professor John J. alesses, Director of General Studies,
Rhode Island College, for his cpmplete support and cooperation, without which our
course could neyer have succeeded. We also thank Dr.t'Mark W. Estrin, Chairman
of the English Departthent and the following members of"the Speech- Theatre De-
partment who gave us counsel, time, and also loaned us their facilities to/6n-
hance our students' work: Dr. Edward A. Scheff, Chairman; John F. Custer, Man-
gging Director,of Theatre; John M. Gavis, Instructor of Theatre and Technical
birector; Barbara B..Matheson, Instructor of Theatee and Costumer; Russell J.

\-Monaghan, Director of Roberts Auilitorium. Professor NormarKroll 'of Northeastern
University aided us with criticismof this paper. We also wish to thank our stu-
dents for teaching us with patience and for allowing us to use their work in this
paper and at the meeting of the semilkar, "New Strategies in Teaching DramaticoLit-
erature' Modern Language Association of America, December, 1974, where we presented
and discussed videotapes...of the sfudent performances.

Articles on new methods of teaching_drama by Jackson G. Barry, Warren J.
Macfsaac, Patricia K. Meszaros, J. L. Styan, and Edward Partridge appear in Shake-
neare Quarterly, XXV (Spring 1974.) See also, Morris Eaves, 'The Real Thing,"

. College English XXXI (1970) 463-472.
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